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Abstract 

How will Artificial Intelligence impact the labour 
market, which jobs will be replaced and what will it 
mean for society, within the next decade? 
Lovisa Adolfsson 

 

 
This study examines the impact of Artificial Intelligence on the 
Labour Market within the next decade. Methods and limitations in the 
technology and their correlation to work, as well as the possible 
developments likely to be seen in the coming decade, is presented. It 
also looks at whether Artificial General Intelligence (a system that 
meet human performance in all fields) could be invented in the next 
ten years. So far, methods like machine-, deep- and reinforcement 
learning has resulted in systems that sometimes exceed human 
performance but are narrow in skill and proficiency. Meaning that AGI 
is very unlikely to be achieved before 2030. AI is estimated to 
replace work in the production-, service-, care- and welfare-, 
transport-, and warehouse sector. The conclusion, however, is that 
transformation will happen in a pace such that society will be able 
manage it without the changes causing mass-unemployment. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Teknik har präglat utvecklingen av samhället genom historien, från industriella 

revolutionen till 90- och 00-talets IT-boom. 2012 producerades stora framgångar i AI 

och AI-boomen sägs ha börjat, dess effekter har ännu inte visat sig men har förutspåtts 

bli enorma. Den här studien undersöker effekten av artificiell intelligens på 

arbetsmarknaden inom det kommande decenniet. Metoder och begränsningar i 

tekniken och deras korrelation till arbete tas upp, liksom den möjliga utvecklingen som 

sannolikt kommer att ses under det kommande decenniet. Projektet undersöker även 

potentialen för att Artificiell Generell Intelligens (ett system som uppfyller mänsklig 

prestanda på alla områden) kan uppfinnas under de kommande tio åren. Hittills har 

metoder som machine-, deep- och reinforcement learning resulterat i system som kan 

överstiga mänsklig prestanda men är begränsade i skicklighet och kompetens. Det 

betyder att AGI mycket osannolikt kan uppnås före 2030. AI beräknas ersätta arbetet 

inom produktions-, service-, vård- och välfärds-, transport- och lagersektorn. 

Slutsatsen är dock att transformationen på grund av AI kommer att ske i en sådan takt 

att samhället kan hantera den utan att förändringarna orsakar massarbetslöshet. 
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Introduction  

Predictions are central in all science, since research forecasts future change and 

developments. It is especially important in areas that are believed to have major 

impact on society and our world. Artificial intelligence (AI) is one such area where 

many experts have been keen on giving their foretelling about AI’s accelerating 

developments. The research holds a lot of controversy and diverse opinions where 

some foresee artificial superintelligence within our lifetime while others claim that 

believing in the so-called ‘singularity’ is pure fideism.  

For years scientists have predicted a general AI within a certain timeframe.  In the 

1960s some scientists predicted that we would have achieved a general, strong AI that 

could replace human labour in all fields within the next 20 years.1 Back in 1996 the 

scientists foresaw an AI robot that could play soccer better than the best players 

within the next 20 years.2 Looking back at 2014, and even today, we can tell that there 

is no such robot and we are yet to develop a general AI.  

Throughout history technological progress has changed society and economy through 

its impact on labour. At the end of the nineteenth century new agricultural and 

manufactural tech led the industrial revolution, vastly changing the world’s economy 

and societal structures. The 90’s and 00’s IT-boom computerised society with great 

influence from new internet and mobile tech companies. Around 2012 some major 

progress was made in AI research which some refer to as the beginning of the AI 

boom.3 However, its effect is yet to be seen. 

 
1Press, Gil. A Very Short History Of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Forbes. 16-12-30. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/12/30/a-very-short-history-of-artificial-intelligence-
ai/#561a27e16fba Retrieved 10-04-08 
2 Sumpter, David. THE OFFSIDE ALGORITHM. The Economist. 2017-04-11. 
(https://www.1843magazine.com/ideas/the-daily/the-offside-algorithm) 
Retrieved 20-04-08 
3 Gershgorn, Dave. The Quartz guide to artificial intelligence: What is it, why is it important, and should 
we be afraid? Quartz. 17-09-10  https://qz.com/1046350/the-quartz-guide-to-artificial-intelligence-
what-is-it-why-is-it-important-and-should-we-be-afraid/ Retrieved 20-04-11 
Gershgorn, Dave. The inside story of how AI got good enough to dominate Silicon Valley. Quartz. 18-06-
18 https://qz.com/1307091/the-inside-story-of-how-ai-got-good-enough-to-dominate-silicon-valley/ 
Retrieved 20-04-11 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/12/30/a-very-short-history-of-artificial-intelligence-ai/#561a27e16fba
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/12/30/a-very-short-history-of-artificial-intelligence-ai/#561a27e16fba
https://www.1843magazine.com/ideas/the-daily/the-offside-algorithm
https://qz.com/1046350/the-quartz-guide-to-artificial-intelligence-what-is-it-why-is-it-important-and-should-we-be-afraid/
https://qz.com/1046350/the-quartz-guide-to-artificial-intelligence-what-is-it-why-is-it-important-and-should-we-be-afraid/
https://qz.com/1307091/the-inside-story-of-how-ai-got-good-enough-to-dominate-silicon-valley/
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The view on AI is very much divided. Some envision a utopian dream, believing that AI 

will be the greatest thing that ever happened to us, accelerating sciences, making us 

smarter and healthier, helping us progress towards social and environmental 

sustainability. Others claim that it is a greater threat than nuclear weapons, a sinister 

invention that will end humanity. A popular scenario, of apocalyptic nature, is that of a 

corporation launching the first Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), and it evolving itself 

towards superintelligence. When testing the system, the AI goes out of control and 

soon takes over the planet, controlling all digitalized units of society. The system’s goal 

is to thrive and it “realises” that it cannot alongside the human race, leading to it 

extinguishing us.  

The two extremes in predictions of AI depends on the view of the rate of change. 

Believing that AGI is just around the corner, you are likely to worry about 

uncontrollable tech and mass unemployment. If, however, you believe that AI will 

evolve steadily under the coming decade then society will be able to improve along 

with AI and benefit from new innovations.  

The aim of this report is to explore the influence from AI developments on the labour 

market within the next decade. Because predictions are challenging to make in the 

field, as we have seen, studying the next decade is a surmountable ambition for a 

report like this. Choosing a timeframe too far ahead, the risk is that accelerating 

developments are achieved, and any predictions become impossible or outdated. A 

nearer date results in trivial assumptions being stated or there are no results to 

analyze. 

To examine the future impact of Artificial Intelligence on the Labour Market from a 

technological point of view, a clear picture of the skills of today's AI is needed, 

potential developments in the field and how close we are to achieving artificial general 

intelligence (AGI). This includes determining the problems engineers need to solve in 

order to replace specific tasks and which given occupations they relate to. 

Further an exposition of AI’s impact on today's Labour Market is required and 

influence up till today.  
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This report, simplified, is divided into three divisions: 

• the first with an exposition of today's technical capacity 

• the second will be about limitations and problems of current technology 

• the third about societal and economic aspects of AI’s influence. 

 

1.1 What's artificial intelligence?  

To fully grasp what artificial intelligence is, one should primarily elucidate what 

intelligence is. A broad definition that AI researcher Max Tegmark specify in his book 

Life 3.0:  

“Intelligence is the computational part of the ability to achieve complex goals. This 

includes logic ability, understanding, planning, emotional insight, self-awareness, 

creativity, problem solving and learning”4.  

Alan Turing, of many received as founding father of AI, defines the discipline as: 

“AI is the science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent 

computer programs.” 5 6 

Artificial intelligence is the intelligence displayed by machines. Today the discipline 

creates weak and narrow forms of AI, meaning that machines can counter or exceed 

human intelligence within a certain task or area of expertise but are incapable to 

counter human intelligence in other areas. The goals of many researchers are to 

 
4 Tegmark, Max. Life 3.0: Being Human in the Age of Artificial Intelligence, United States, Knopf, 2017 
Retrieved 2020-03-29 
5 John McCarthy, Basic Questions, Stanford University, 2007 http://www-
formal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai/node1.html   
Retrieved 2020-04-07 
6 John McCarthy, WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE?, Stanford University, 2007 http://www-
formal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai/whatisai.html 
Retrieved 2020-04-07 

http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai/node1.html
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai/node1.html
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai/whatisai.html
http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai/whatisai.html
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achieve general AI, which signifies the ability of a machine to do any task a human can 

do, as well or that exceeds human performance.7  

In the book Introduction to machine learning the author Ethem Alpaydin, Professor in 

the Department of Computer Engineering at Özyegin University and Member of The 

Science Academy, writes that  

“to be intelligent, a system that is in a changing environment should have the ability to 

learn. If the system can learn and adapt to such changes, the system designer need not 

foresee and provide solutions for all possible situations”.8 

Machine (ML) with deep learning (DL) as the dominant approach for the last decade 

are the currently most recognized technique within AI research. 

 

1.1.1 Machine learning and Deep learning 

Machine learning, a subset of artificial intelligence, is computational methods using 

experience to optimize performance criterion or to make accurate predictions.9 This 

amounts to algorithms that create mathematical models based on sample data. The 

algorithms modify itself unsupervised by using labelled data to produce the desired 

outputs without being explicitly programmed to do so from the beginning. 10   

“Learning” is de facto in most applications a pure statistical mechanism and is the 

execution of a computer program to optimize the parameters of a model, using either 

 
7 Joshi, Naveen. How Far Are We From Achieving General Intelligence? Forbes. 2019-06-10. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2019/06/10/how-far-are-we-from-achieving-artificial-

general-intelligence/#501bba966dc4 Retrieved 2020-04-07 

8Alpaydin, Ethem. Introduction to machine learning. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press. 2014  
Retrieved 2020-04-09 
9 Mitchell, Tom. McGraw, Hill. Machine Learning. 2nd ed. New York: McGraw-hill, cop. 1997. Retrieved 

2020-04-09 

10Mehryar Mohir, Afshin Rostamizadeh, Ameet Talwaker. Foundation of Machine Learning. 2nd ed. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press. 2018.   
Retrieved 2020-04-09 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2019/06/10/how-far-are-we-from-achieving-artificial-general-intelligence/#501bba966dc4
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2019/06/10/how-far-are-we-from-achieving-artificial-general-intelligence/#501bba966dc4
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initial data or past experience. Professor Alpaydin writes that the model can be either 

predictive, to make predictions, descriptive to acquire knowledge, or both.8  

Due to prosperous results in Deep Learning, it has come to be the dominant approach 

for much ongoing work within the field of machine learning.8 Deep learning is a 

statistical technique and can simplified be defined as a subset of machine learning. It is 

used for classifying patterns from some sample data. Like machine learning algorithms 

and functions are created, but instead of a “simple” layer there are numerous neural 

networks (NN) with multiple layers.  Each layer contains hidden units, neurons, that 

processes the input, performing its specific purpose to produce a desired output.11 The 

term “neural network” originate from the aim to imitate the knowledge processing in 

the human brains neural network.12 

AI is replicating anthropoid reasoning and cognition in many areas.  DL has resulted in 

various state-of-the-art outcomes in areas such as speech and image recognition and 

language translation. For instance, DL algorithms used by social media sites are 

becoming increasingly adept at recognizing objects, people and more detailed 

properties of the images.7 13 14 NLP, Natural Language Processing, together with 

knowledge representation has led to a machine, named Watson, beating the Jeopardy 

Champion in 2010, the same technique can be used to better Web searchers.15 

Another example is a study at Stanford University “Deep Neural Networks Are More 

Accurate Than Humans at Detecting Sexual Orientation From Facial Images”, by 

Kosinski, professor in Organizational Behaviour, and computer scientist Wang. They 

show how deep neural networks can exceed human capability when identifying the 

 
11 Marcus, Gary. Deep Learning: A Critical Appraisal. New York University. 2018 
Retrieved 20-04-10 
12 M. Lake, Brenden. Tomer D. Ullman, Joshua B. Tenenbaum, and Samuel J. Gershman. Building 
Machines That Learn and Think Like People. NYU, MIT, Harvard University. 2016-11-02 
Retrieved 20-04-10 
13 Krizhevsky, Alex. Sutskever, Ilya. E. Hinton, Geoffrey. ImageNet Classification with Deep Convolutional 
Neural Networks. 2012. University of Toronto.  
Retrieved 2020-04-11 
14 Russakovsky, Olga. ·Deng, Jia. Su, Hao, et. al. ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge. 
2015.  
Retrieved 2020-04-11 
15Stone, Peters, et al. Artificial Intelligence and Life in 2030. 2016. Stanford University. 
 Retrieved 2020-05-08 
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sexual orientation of people from facial images, with an accuracy of 81% for the cases 

with men and 74% for women, compared to human that achieved the accuracy of 61% 

of the cases of men and 54% for women.14 16 

DL algorithms was the source to major state-of-the-art results in the ImageNet Large 

Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) in 2012. The source of the success was a 

convolutional neural network (CNN) named AlexNet, created by computer scientist 

Alex Krizhevsky, and published together with colleague Ilya Sutskever and Krizhevsky's 

doctoral advisor Geoffrey Hinton. The project ImageNet is a largescale image dataset 

used in visual object recognition software research. In ILSVRC software programs 

compete to correctly classify and detect objects and scenes.14 17 

In the ILSVR-contest AlexNet, by using high performance models that where 

computational expensive but made feasible by incorporation of graphic processing 

units (GPU), achieved a top-5 error of 15.3% (i.e 84.7% accuracy), more than whole 

10.8 percentage points lower than previous record. A ground-breaking result that is 

said to have contributed to the AI-boom.14 18 19 

 

 

 
16Kosinski, Michal. Wang, Yilun. Deep Neural Networks Are More Accurate Than Humans at Detecting 

Sexual Orientation From Facial Images. 2018. Stanford University.  

Retrieved 20-04-12 

17Stanford Vision Lab. Stanford University, Princeton University. 2016http://image-net.org/about-

overview 

Retrieved 2020-04-16 

18 Gershgorn, Dave. The inside story of how AI got good enough to dominate Silicon Valley, QZ. 2018-06-
18 June https://qz.com/1307091/the-inside-story-of-how-ai-got-good-enough-to-dominate-silicon-
valley/ 
Retrieved 2020-04-20 
19Stanford Vision Lab. Stanford University, Princeton University. 2010 http://www.image-

net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012/results.html  

Retrieved 2020-04-16 

http://image-net.org/about-overview
http://image-net.org/about-overview
https://qz.com/1307091/the-inside-story-of-how-ai-got-good-enough-to-dominate-silicon-valley/
https://qz.com/1307091/the-inside-story-of-how-ai-got-good-enough-to-dominate-silicon-valley/
http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012/results.html
http://www.image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/2012/results.html
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After AlexNet a stunning row of significant results from the following years ImageNet 

winners where produced: 

Year Name, Origin Accuracy 

2012 AlexNet, Toronto University 84.7% 

2013 VGG-16, Oxford Univeristy 92.7% 

2014 GoogLeNet, Google 93.3% 

2016 ResNet, Microsoft 96.4% 

Table 1 Impressive results of ILSVRC winners 

Reinforcement learning (RL) is the basis of much modern AI. It’s biologically inspired, 

the core idea is to have a basis function, representing the problem, that updates over 

time. The problem to solve within RL is: how can an intelligent agent learn to make a 

good sequence of decisions? An agent does not know or understand what a good 

outcome from a decision is but must learn this throughout experience. A fundamental 

challenge in artificial intelligence and machine learning is learning to make good 

decision under uncertainty.20  

RL involves optimization, delayed consequences, exploration, and generalization. In 

optimization the goal is to find an optimal way to make decisions, yielding the best 

outcomes, or at least a very good strategy.  

In real life, decisions now can impact things much later, i.e. delayed consequences. 

One example from “real life” is that we understand that studying now (deciding) helps 

us succeed (positive outcome) in an exam three weeks later (delayed consequence). 

Another example within ML is when an agent finds a key in the game Montezumas 

revenge and decision to hold on to that key, which will help further on in the game.  

There are two important challenges in delayed consequences20:  

1) when planning: decisions involve reasoning about not just immediate benefit of a 

decision but also its long-term ramifications. 

 
20 Brunskill, Emma. Stanford University. Stanford CS234: Reinforcement Learning | Winter 2019 | Lecture 
1 – Introduction, [video], YouTube, 2019-03-29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgzM3zpZ55o 
Retrieved 2020-04-25 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgzM3zpZ55o
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2) when learning: temporal credit assignment is difficult. Correlation between action 

and outcome. What caused later high or low rewards?  

Exploration by the agent is performed by making decisions. The agent is a scientist and 

learn how the world works through experience. However, one struggle is that the data 

is censored- you only learn from what you try to do. The decisions made impact what 

we learn. You only get reward (label) from a decision made. If you chose one path you 

will only learn about that one, not the one you did not.  

Generalization is needed for practical execution. Take DeepMind Atari playing games 

as an example. The model learns from pixels, i.e. decision from spaces of images what 

to do next. Writing this as a program, a sequence of if statements, would be enormous 

and not practical Some form of generalization is required. So even if we run in to some 

pixels never seen before our agent know what to do, exact given labels isn’t vital but 

rather the model can generalise its’ “knowledge” to new scenarios, mapping from past 

experience to action.20   

Other methods and strategies than RL are AI planning, Supervised- and Unsupervised 

ML. AI planning includes optimization, generalization, and delayed consequences. 

Computes good sequence of decisions but given a model of how decisions impact 

world (provided correct labels). For example, assign rules to a game. The obstacle is to 

know what model to give. 

Supervised Machine Learning includes optimization and generalization. It learns from 

experience but provided correct labels. It is given experience (data set) rather than 

gathering it from experience. For example, from given experience it decides if the 

image is a face or not instead of thinking of making decisions now and wonder if that 

decision is good or not (no RL procedure). 

Unsupervised Machine Learning includes optimization and generalization. It learns 

from experience but in contrast to supervised ML is provided no labels from the world. 

In supervised ML you get exact labels, for instance “this image contains a face”. 

Unsupervised does not contain any such labels. RL is something in between. 
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Imitation learning is also one strategy that is becoming more utilized and includes 

optimization, generalization, and delayed consequences. It learns from others 

experience (agent makes the decisions, can be human or other). The method assumes 

input demos of good policies. The benefits are that it is a great tool for supervised 

learning because it avoids exploration problems and when access to large data, it has 

lots of data about outcomes of decisions. However, it can be expensive to capture and 

is limited by the data collected. 

Google’s DeepMind is an example of a very successful model that combines Deep 

Learning with Reinforcement Learning. Its work with Atari game meets or beats human 

experts’ performance.  

 

1.1.2 Physics and Psychology in learning models 

As mentioned earlier, the ideas and techniques in AI are influenced and imitations of 

human intelligence and learning. Both neuroscience and cognitive psychology has 

formed the basis for model building for artificial learning. Cognitive psychology was 

used as a principal in a lot of early AI research.12 The core idea about human 

knowledge applied from the field is that representation is symbolic and reasoning, 

language, planning and vision could be understood in terms of symbolic operations. 

A radically different idea about nature of cognition arises from neuroscience and has 

also played a critical role in AI development, called parallel distributed processing 

(PDP). In PDP parallel computations is highlighted, by simple subunits that are 

combined to commonly produce sophisticated computations. The idea is to imitate 

neurologically functions, i.e. neural networks in the human brain. In most symbolic 

data structures knowledge is localized, while the knowledge learned in the NNs’ is 

distributed across all layers and units. Deep learning origins from this technique and 

has an idea of modelling learning and understanding.12 21 

 
21 LeCun, Yann. Bengio, Yoshua. Hinton, Geoffrey. Deep learning. Nature. 2015 
Retrieved 2020-04-18 
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The most common way to teach AI understanding of physics up until today is 

reinforcement learning. The term origins from psychology and can be explained as 

learning through receiving positive reinforcement to favour behaving positively and 

avoiding practising negative behaviour. The idea is that over time, the machine will 

start to take the actions that maximize its’ reward.  

Researchers at MIT developed a new technique that could contribute to models that 

demonstrates understanding of intuitive physics and how objects should behave 

considering those rules of physics. The article Helping machines perceive some laws of 

physics, published by MIT News, concerns the new model called ADEPT. The article 

describes that ADEPT predicts how models should react according to their underlying 

physics. If any of the observed objects would act against ADEPTs prediction, i.e. if the 

objects violate the physical law, the system signals with something the researchers 

refer to as “surprise” which is correlated to the level of violation.22 23 24 

Cognitive science has shown that humans already as infants possess understanding in 

intuitive physics. The report Pure Reasoning in 12-Month-Old Infants as Probabilistic 

Inference by Ernő Téglás, (co-authored with Edward Vul, Vittorio Girotto, Michel 

Gonzalez,Joshua B. Tenenbaum and Luca L. Bonatti) models the physics reasoning 

capability of 12-months-olds. The report views the object cognition in the infants as 

 
22 Matheson, Rob. Helping machines perceive some laws of physics. MIT News. 2019-12-02. 

http://news.mit.edu/2019/adept-ai-machines-laws-physics-1202 Retrieved 2020-04-18 

23 Kevin Smith, Lingjie Mei, Shunyu Yao, Jiajun Wu, Elizabeth S. Spelke, Joshua B. Tenenbaum, Tomer D. 
Ullman. Modelling Expectation Violation in Intuitive Physics with Coarse Probabilistic Object 
Representations. MIT News. 2019 
 http://physadept.csail.mit.edu/ Retrieved 2020-04-18 

24 Nelson, Daniel. New Technique Lets AI Intuitively Understand Some Physics. Unite AI.2019-12-06 

https://www.unite.ai/new-technique-lets-ai-intuitively-understand-some-physics/ 

Retrieved 2020-04-18 

http://news.mit.edu/2019/adept-ai-machines-laws-physics-1202
http://physadept.csail.mit.edu/
https://www.unite.ai/new-technique-lets-ai-intuitively-understand-some-physics/
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probabilistic inferences and describes the infants’ looking times “consistent with a 

Bayesian ideal observer embodying abstract principles of object motion”.25 

A common way to make predictions for many organisms are statistics and experience. 

Humans can however form rational expectations about novel situations by integrating 

various sources of information guided by abstract knowledge. For example, a child that 

have never seen a wooden block before anticipates the block to move in smooth 

paths, not fall through other objects or suddenly cease to exist. The expectation is 

based on zero experience of wooden blocks but some knowledge of similar events and 

abstract reasoning that contributes to object segmentation and comprehending basic 

physical concepts such as inertia, support, containment and collision.12 26 

Professor at MIT Joshua Tendenbaum is highly recognized for his multidisciplinary 

research in cognitive science and AI. His focus is to examine underlying cognitive and 

neural mechanisms in learning to with behavioural experiments and put into 

computational models (Bayesian statistics, probabilistic generative models, 

probabilistic programming etc). His idea about putting cognitive science into machine 

learning is that AI needs a common-sense core composed of intuition. 

Tendenbaum’s research group MIT Computational Cognitive Science Group and 

DeepMind researcher Peter Battaglia collaborated and modelled an intuitive physics 

engine, inter alia based on the behavioural experiment with infants and the wooden 

blocks. In their report Simulation as an engine of physical scene understanding they 

write that their model based on Bayesian inferencing predicts, using “approximate, 

probabilistic simulations to make robust and fast inferences in complex natural scenes 

where crucial information is unobserved.”, meaning that physical properties are 

estimated by the model to predict probable futures. They mean that the model 

 
25Téglás, Ernő, et al. Pure Reasoning in 12-Month-Old Infants as Probabilistic Inference. 2011. Cognitive 
Development Centre, Central European University, H-1015 Budapest, Hungary 
Retrieved 2020-04-18 
26 Adam Lerer, Sam Gross,Rob Fergus (2016) Learning Physical Intuition of Block Towers by Example 
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“explains core aspects of human mental models and common-sense reasoning that are 

instrumental to how humans understand their everyday world.”27  

The intuitive physics-engine approach to scene understanding inspired the work 

behind Facebook AI researchers’ PhysNet a deep convolutional neural network, 

predicting tower stability of blocks (by Adam Lerer, Sam Gross and Rob Fergus). 

PhysNet analysed images with 2 to 4 wooden blocks stacked in different 

configurations. The model matched human performance in real images, meanwhile 

exceeding human performance on synthetic images.26 According to Tendenbaum, 

PhysNet requires between 100 and 200k scenes for training data for a single task, if the 

tower would fall, for only 2-4 blocks.28 

Some language models of sentence understanding produced by Facebook AI Research 

is Memory Networks (Bordes, Usunier, Chopra, & Weston, 2015) and Recurrent Entity 

Networks (Henaff, Weston, Szlam, Bordes, & LeCun, 2016). They take simple stories as 

input and as output answer some basic questions about them. According to Gary 

Marcus, Professor of Psychology and Neural Science at NYU; CEO and Founder of 

machine learning startup Geometric Intelligence, in his paper The Next Decade in AI: 

Four Steps Towards Robust Artificial Intelligence, these systems are limited due to:  

- large requirement of input data relative to the question answered 

- limited in scope, dependent on the questions composition, there’s often a high 

degree of verbal overlap between question and answer 

- generalisation struggle. Limited ability to incorporate prior knowledge. And what 

Marcus himself writes this as the most important note: 

 
27 Peter W. Battaglia1 , Jessica B. Hamrick, and Joshua B. Tenenbaum. Simulation as an engine of 

physical scene understanding. 2013. Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology, Cambridge https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/110/45/18327.full.pdf 

28 Han, Meghan. MIT’s Josh Tenenbaum on Intuitive Physics & Psychology in AI. Medium. 18-04-18 
https://medium.com/syncedreview/mits-josh-tenenbaum-on-intuitive-physics-psychology-in-ai-
99690db3480 Retrieved 20-04-15 

https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/110/45/18327.full.pdf
https://medium.com/syncedreview/mits-josh-tenenbaum-on-intuitive-physics-psychology-in-ai-99690db3480
https://medium.com/syncedreview/mits-josh-tenenbaum-on-intuitive-physics-psychology-in-ai-99690db3480
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- “they don't produce rich cognitive models that could be passed to reasoners as their 

output”29 

Additionally, Marcus mentions yet another example of an generalisations problem in 

another report of his, “Deep learning a critical appraisal”. He writes about SQuAD, 

Stanford Question Answering Database, which consists of various neural networks 

trained for a question answering task where the goal is mark the words in passage that 

is related to a given question. One impressive result produced was a system that 

identified the quarterback on the winning of Super Bowl XXXIII as John Elway, based on 

a short paragraph. However, experiments, on the same system, executed by Robin Jia 

and Percy Liang in 201730 showed that insertion of a distraction sentence caused 

performance to topple. For 8 models accuracy dropped from an average of 75% to 

mere 36%. Marcus conclusion from this is that “As is so often the case, the patterns 

extracted by deep learning are more superficial than they initially appear”.11 

 

1.1.3 Philosophical aspects and problems  

Human tend to give objects anthropoid features and emotions. This phenomenon, 

called anthropomorphism, also occurs when speaking about AI and machines. One 

example is the article Helping machines perceive some laws of physics, by Rob 

Matheson published in MIT News about the model ADEPT (see 1.3). The article states 

that “Model registers “surprise” when objects in a scene do something unexpected, 

which could be used to build smarter AI.”22 Although “surprise” is a feature machines of 

course can’t experience in the same meaning as humans.  

Another example is a publication by RMIT about a new model from 2019 that exceeds 

Google DeepMind’s results when playing the Atari game Montezumas revenge. In the 

article it is said that the model “combines “carrot-and-stick” reinforcement learning 

 
29 Marcus, Gary. The Next Decade in AI: Four Steps Towards Robust Artificial Intelligence. 2020. 
Retrieved 20-04-26 
30Jia, Robin. Liang, Percy. Adversarial Examples for Evaluating Reading Comprehension Systems. 2017. 
Computer Science Department, Stanford University. 
Retrieved 2020-04-26 
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with an intrinsic motivation approach that rewards the AI for being curious and 

exploring its environment” 31 

The reason for often occurring anthropomorphism when talking about artificial 

intelligence probably originates from the nascency in cognitive science of many 

models. Because cognitive science describes the human mind, applying the discipline’s 

theories and knowledge on machines comprises deceptive descriptions on how we 

should perceive machines. Of course, referring to something well known to us like 

emotions also facilitates understanding abstract and complex phenomenon which 

machine learning, computer- and computational science often are.  

The term “reinforcement learning” is conflicting because of the underlying meaning. 

The common method within DL are influenced by cognitive science. It implies the idea 

that the machine can feel something when getting “positive” or “negative” 

reinforcement to improve its performance, which of course are not the case.  

To think that an artificial intelligence in fact understands, feel and gets influenced by 

“positive reinforcement” is like the common misunderstanding of children within the 

evolution theory. When evolution theory is carelessly explained to children, and even 

adults without knowledge in genetics, a common misconception is that either that the 

giraffe who stretches its neck to reach the foliage would get a longer neck because it 

stretches it out or that nature got some kind of plan or “will” to promote certain 

species – not that natures natural selection promote some features because they’re 

best fitted to current circumstances and are most likely to find food, thrive, breed etc.  

We assign human features to machines, which are not of the same nature as us. It will 

never “think” or “feel” anything about what it does. It’s neither evil nor good. The risk 

with anthropomorphism is that people get the wrong picture of what AI is! It is 

important to understand that an intelligent agent does not have an own will or the 

ability to think.  

 
31Quin, Michael. Atari master: New AI smashes Google DeepMind in video game challenge. RMIT.  
19-01-31 https://www.rmit.edu.au/news/all-news/2019/jan/atari-master 
Retrieved 20-04-15 

https://www.rmit.edu.au/news/all-news/2019/jan/atari-master
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In Life 3.0 Max Tegmark explicates a “carbon chauvinism” argument. The term refers 

to the phenomenon that people believe carbon based lifeforms to be superior of all 

others. Tegmark believes that this perception is dangerous for planning the AI future. 

He says that the risk is that we underestimate the power of AI and while doing so 

letting progress accelerate in such manner that we lose control, placing us in a “dead-

end” or leading to devastating catastrophes due to powerful technique. 

The anthropomorphism- and carbon chauvinism argument are quiet contrary. One 

phrasing the danger of anthropomorphising and the misunderstanding it leads to, i.e. 

getting the wrong idea of what the technique does. One stating the risk with 

underestimating the technique and perceiving the carbon based lifeform as superior. 

The underestimation leading to lack of control and respect for the tech.  

 

 

2.1 Future AI  

The goal of many AI researchers is to generate a robust artificial intelligence, or an 

artificial general intelligence (definition in part 1.1). AGI would require mechanisms for 

learning abstract, often causal knowledge since not all knowledge and understanding 

can possibly initially be known. For example, a human child is not born knowing that 

fire is hot, that the TV starts when pushing the ON-button or what happens when 

dropping a glass bottle. Lore is developed over time when new facts and knowledge 

appear, an AGI would therefore need to manage processing abstract knowledge as it 

emerge29. 

A significant part of what a robust system in practice would have to “learn” from is 

symbolically represented, external, cultural knowledge. For example, robust 

intelligence ought to manage to draw on verbally represented knowledge. Current DL 

models are often severely limited to do so and often very shallow, see part 1.3 for the 

SQuAD example. 
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In the book Architects of Intelligence (2018), author Martin Ford interviewed 23 of 

todays’ most prominent AI researchers, for instance DeepMinds’ CEO Demis Hassabis 

and Stanford AI director Fei-Fei Li.32 He asked them to foretell which year there would 

be a 50% chance of AGI been achieved. Of 23, 18 were willing to answer and of them 

only two on the record. Result was an average estimation of 2099, 81 years from 

now.33 The interviewees stressed the difficulty of making predications in a field where 

research from times stand still, e.g. the AI winter34 , and from times vastly improved. 

Often key technologies have only reached their full potential decades after they were 

first discovered. 

Advancing towards AGI in the near future does not look plausible, since AI systems are 

designed with human brains as their reference and we do not have the comprehensive 

knowledge of our brain and its functioning. However, according to the Church-Turing 

thesis, creation of algorithms that replicate computational abilities is possible. The 

thesis states that given infinite time and memory, algorithmically any kind of problem 

can be solved. The possibility exists in theory but is not practicable for now due to lack 

of capability. 

 

2.2 Limitations within AI and its’ developments  

To be able to know how AI will influence society further on, it is crucial to know the 

constrains of current AI and the possible potential to meet those constraints. By 

observing results within AI research, the limitations are evaluated: is it an 

impracticability or is there potential to overcome it? In this chapter some of the vital 

limitations of existing AI and potential developments are raised.  

 
32 Ford, Martin. Architects of Intelligence. Packt Publishing Limited. 2018 
Retrieved 2020-04-28 
33 Vincent, James. This is when AI’s top researchers think an general intelligence will be achieved. The 
Verge. 18-11-27 https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/27/18114362/ai-artificial-general-intelligence-
when-achieved-martin-ford-book 
Retrieved 2020-04-28 
34 Schmelzer, Ronald. Are we Heading to Another AI Winter? Cognilytica. 2018-06-19 
https://www.cognilytica.com/2018/06/19/are-we-heading-to-another-ai-winter/ 
Retrieved 2020-04-28 

https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/27/18114362/ai-artificial-general-intelligence-when-achieved-martin-ford-book
https://www.theverge.com/2018/11/27/18114362/ai-artificial-general-intelligence-when-achieved-martin-ford-book
https://www.cognilytica.com/2018/06/19/are-we-heading-to-another-ai-winter/
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2.2.1 Narrow proficiency, narrow range of applications  

While there are numerous of examples of AI agents that exceed human proficiency in 

specific tasks, none of these can compete with the all-around reasoning and ability to 

process abstract knowledge and phenomenon of human. 

Ford’s interviewees, in his book Architects of Intelligence, all mentioned key skills yet 

to be mastered of AI systems. Among the core things where transfer learning, 

knowledge in one domain is applied to another, and unsupervised learning.  

Transfer learning failure, due to lack of concept understanding is a major set-back 

when it comes to DL. Take DeepMind’s work with Atari game as an example. When the 

system played a brick breaking Atari game “after 240 minutes of training, [the system] 

realizes that digging a tunnel thought the wall is the most effective technique to beat 

the game”. Marvellous, right? At first glance the result is promising, fast evolving and 

succeeding because of a skilled combination of deep learning and reinforcement 

learning. However, the system has not really understood or learnt anything besides 

how to solve a secluded problem. The physical concept “tunnel” does not have a 

deeper meaning to the system than it did 240 minutes earlier.11 It was mere a 

statistical approach to solve a specific task. Researchers at Vicarious certificate the lack 

of concept understanding by experiments on DeepMind’s Atari system A3C 

(Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic) playing the game Breakout. The system failed 

to proceed when introducing minor perturbations like walls or moving the paddle 

vertically.35 In Deep Learning: A Critical Appraisal, Marcus concludes that “It’s not that 

the Atari system genuinely learned a concept of wall that was robust but rather the 

system superficially approximated breaking through walls within a narrow set of highly 

trained circumstances”. 

 

 
35 Kansky, Ken. Silver, Tom. A. Mely, David et.al. Schema Networks: Zero-shot Transfer with a Generative 
Causal Model of Intuitive Physics. Vicarious. 2017 
Retrieved 2020-04-30 
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2.2.2 Limited memory  

In supervised learning the model training process consumes an ample set of training 

data which is both memory- and computation-intensive. In reinforcement learning 

many algorithms is iterating a computation over a data sample and updates the 

corresponding model parameters every time executed, until model convergence is 

achieved. One approach to improve the iterative computation is to store away, cache, 

the sample data and model parameters into memory. Memory however is limited and 

is therefor a constraint to effectivity.36 

There are some examples of approaches to the memory limitation and they are 

executed on three different levels: application level, the runtime level, or the OS level. 

At the application level one approach is to design external memory algorithms that 

process data too large for the main memory. Part of the model parameters are cached 

into memory and the rest can be stored on a disk (a secondary story, in contrast to 

main storage, RAM). The program can execute with the model parameters in the 

memory and a smaller working set. However, this means coercion to engineer correct 

algorithms, which is often easier said than done. 

Runtime Level – using a framework (e.g. Spark) supplies a set of transparent data set, 

application programming interface (API), that utilize memory and disks to storage data. 

The external memory execution is not totally transparent and still demands working 

with the storage. The solution, however, releases the burden of engineering exact 

algorithms. 

At the Operative System Level paging can be implemented. Paging (i.e. data is stored 

and retrieved from a secondary source to use in main memory) is only used when 

memory starts to become bounded, the approach is adaptive and transparent to the 

software (program?). The method does not mean any demand on additional 

programming. The limits of the solution are that the swap space in the paging is 

 
36 Zhang, Bingjing. A Solution to the Memory Limit Challenge in Big Data Machine Learning. Medium. 
2018-07-27. https://medium.com/@Petuum/a-solution-to-the-memory-limit-challenge-in-big-data-
machine-learning-49783a72088b 
Retrieved 2020-05-02 

https://medium.com/@Petuum/a-solution-to-the-memory-limit-challenge-in-big-data-machine-learning-49783a72088b
https://medium.com/@Petuum/a-solution-to-the-memory-limit-challenge-in-big-data-machine-learning-49783a72088b
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restrained and difficulty to achieve higher performance because it demands 

knowledge of virtual memory which often are concealed under multiple system 

layers.37 

 

2.2.3 Sample Data 

Majority of ML methods rely on data labelled by humans, a major constriction for 

development. Professor Geoff Hinton has expressed his concern regarding DL’s 

reliance on large numbers of labelled examples. In cases where data are limited DL is 

often not an ideal solution. Once again, take DeepMind’s work on board games and 

Atari as an example, which is a system needing millions of data samples for training. 

Another is AI researchers’ PhysNet that requires between 100-200k of training sets for 

tower building scenarios with only 2-4 blocks28 (see 1.3). Take this in contrast to 

children that can muster intuitive perception by just one or a few examples. This 

limitation is strongly linked to 2.2.1 Narrow proficiency and that current DL methods 

often “lacks a mechanism for learning abstractions through explicit, verbal 

definition”.11 When learning complex rules human performance surpass artificial 

intelligence by far.  

The inventors behind ImageNet claim that it took almost 50k people from 167 different 

countries, labelling close to a billion images for over three years to start up the 

project.39 A clear limitation to efficiency in deep learning methods. 

 
37Petuum Inc. (ML platforms). A Solution to the Memory Limit Challenge in Big Data Machine Learning. 

Medium. 2018-06-27 

 https://medium.com/@Petuum/a-solution-to-the-memory-limit-challenge-in-big-data-machine-

learning-49783a72088b Retrieved 2020-05-03 

 

https://medium.com/@Petuum/a-solution-to-the-memory-limit-challenge-in-big-data-machine-learning-49783a72088b
https://medium.com/@Petuum/a-solution-to-the-memory-limit-challenge-in-big-data-machine-learning-49783a72088b
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Others claim that labelling data is not a problem. A lot of China’s success at AI origins 

from good data, but also cheap labour force.38 Having a large amount of, by human 

hand, labelled data has contributed to late promising AI results in China.39 This could 

be an inkling that labelled data must not amount to restrains of development. Yet 

large amount of sample data could of course be restricting efficiency. 

 

2.2.4 Limited knowledge in linked domains 

Because AI is a multidisciplinary research area including disciplines such as 

neuroscience and cognitive psychology, restrains in the connected sciences are also 

limitations to AI’s future.  

A lot of prominent AI models and techniques, RL for example, are highly influenced by 

biology and psychology.  

Attempting to map the human brain is a major project that includes a lot of 

researchers all around the world. For example, the European commission is funding 

100 Universities to map the human brain, US has several ongoing projects, China and 

Japan has also announced that they are taking on the attempt. Some of the challenges 

includes the size and complicity of the brain’s composition. The brain consists totally of 

around 100 billion neurons. Scientists describes the specimens’ size as a “grain of 

sand” which holds about 100k neurons and among them 100 billion connections. Data 

gathering is both heavily time- and memory consuming. One example is the attempt by 

The Allen Institute to identify different cell types in the brain of a mouse. Picture 

gathering of 1𝑚𝑚3 took about 5 months and the total map with all connections are 

 
38Tedon. China’s success at AI has relied on good data. The Economist. 2020.01.02 

 https://www.economist.com/technology-quarterly/2020/01/02/chinas-success-at-ai-has-relied-on-

good-data Retrieved 2020-04-27 

39 China Focus: Data-labeling: the human power behind Artificial Intelligence. XINHUANET. 2019-02-17 
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-01/17/c_137752154.htm Retrieved 2020-04-27 

https://www.economist.com/technology-quarterly/2020/01/02/chinas-success-at-ai-has-relied-on-good-data
https://www.economist.com/technology-quarterly/2020/01/02/chinas-success-at-ai-has-relied-on-good-data
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-01/17/c_137752154.htm
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approximated to take up to 5 years. The total data storage ended up being 2 Peta 

Bytes, equalizing in 2 million GB from 1mm brain.40 

AI is used for segmenting the mouse brain, after the Allen Institute finished imaging 

the brain sample. The machine learning algorithm “can evaluate images pixel by pixel 

to determine the location of neurons” according to the article How to map the brain, 

published in Nature. Segmentation by computers are by far faster than human but 

with lower accuracy, monitoring is therefore still a demand. The person behind the 

algorithm Sebastian Seung, neuro- and computer scientist at Princeton University, is 

tackling the mistakes of the system through an online game “Eyewire”. The players are 

challenged to correct the errors in the connectome. Since launching of the game 2012 

about 290k users have registered and together their gaming has produced in a work 

equal to 32 persons working full time for a total of 7 years, according to Amy Robinson 

Sterling, executive director of Eyewire.41  

Another problem with creating a connectome is that the brain is a constantly changing 

organ with new connections and synapses. 

If mapping the brain is the next goal in order to proceed in AI, something drastic need 

to change in the technical approaches in neuroscience. Scientists say either technology 

develop in such way that there is more memory, or we have to change our way of 

thinking into a way that compress information to finish this work. 

Two significant researchers emphasize the danger with getting too bound to the 

attempt to imitate the brain. In a panel chat by Pioneer Works “Scientific Controversies 

No.12: Artificial Intelligence”, hosted by astrophysicist Janna Levin, Director of Science 

at Pioneer Works, with guests Yann LeCun Director of AI research at Facebook, NYU 

 
40 Seeker. How Close Are We to a Complete Map of the Human Brain?, [video], YouTube, 2019-05-23 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlJa6qH4BAs Retrieved 2020-04-25 
41DeWeerdt, Sarah. How to map the brain. nature. 2019-07-24 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-02208-0 Retrieved 2020-05-03 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qlJa6qH4BAs
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-02208-0
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professor and Max Tegmark, physicist at MIT and Director of the Future of Life 

Institute, the scientists discuss the potential of replicating human brain function.42 

Focusing too much on the brain is “carbon chauvinism” (the perception that carbon life 

forms are superior) Tegmark says during the discussion. Biology should inspire us, not 

be object to direct replication, LeCun reasons. He also expresses his concern on how 

current systems are trained “We train neural nets in really stupid ways,” he says, 

“nothing like how humans and animals train themselves.”. In supervised learning 

human must label data and feed the machine with thousands of examples. In image 

recognition this means labelling huge amounts of images of cats and feeding it to the 

system before the algorithm correctly can identify cats in images. That’s nothing how 

human learn, the recurrent example is that of a child who can see only one cat and 

from that correctly identify cats in other images and at the same time develop abstract 

understanding of the concept “cat”. 

Even though neural networks in deep learning have been a key factor to late progress 

within the field, Tegmark and LeCun seem to observe the approach of exact brain 

function replication as a dead end and rather a limitation than an asset. Or as Tegmark 

says, “We’re a little bit to obsessed with how our own brain works”43, a fair point when 

we try to envision the first superhuman intelligence, why look at man when you try to 

create something beyond that? 

In contrary to this view, a lot of neuroscientists think we’re on the right path towards 

mapping our entire brain and predict a dramatic leap in understanding in 10-20 years. 

Neuroscientist call technique the biggest restraint right now.40 

 

 

 
42 Pinoeer Works, PW Director of Sciences Janna Levin. Scientific Controversies No. 12: Artificial, 
Intelligence, [video], YouTube, 2018-02-15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eS78lxZqqto 
Retrieved 2020-05-01 
43 Robitzski, Dan. Artificial intelligence pioneers need stop obsessing over themselves. SCIENCELINE. 
2017-09-18 
https://scienceline.org/2017/09/artificial-intelligence-pioneers-need-stop-obsessing/  
Retrieved 2020-05-02 

http://space.mit.edu/home/tegmark/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eS78lxZqqto
https://scienceline.org/2017/09/artificial-intelligence-pioneers-need-stop-obsessing/
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2.2.5 Other  

There are other aspects that may limit present artificial intelligence besides technical 

and lack of profound knowledge in concatenated domains.  

Professor Gary Marcus alarms the culture in the research and describes the climate as 

harsh and judgemental with little room for questioning. According to Marcus he has 

been contacted by a DL researcher confined to him that he wanted to write a paper on 

symbolic AI but refrained to do so in fear of it affecting his future career.29 An 

important example of questioning is the test of the SQuAD model by Robin Jia and 

Percy Liang (see 1.3).30 Without questioning there is no chance to evaluate and refine.  

In the book Architects of Intelligence (see 2.1) there was a distinct lack of consensus 

concerning many aspects of the current state AI and where it is heading, amongst the 

interviewed research elite.44 The absence of unity may be concerning, especially since 

it is among the superiority. If even the definition of what artificial intelligence is, how it 

should evolve and the necessities to obtain the goals, is a disagreement, will it then be 

possible to in an effective way incubate the discipline? 

Gary Marcus culture alarm and the disagreement of the prominent AI researchers may 

be cause to some serious red flags concerning the current state of the discipline. On 

the other hand, one could argue that without friction, questioning and discussion there 

would not be a healthy environment for the research to thrive. The dissensions 

amongst the Ford’s interviewees (2.1) may not necessarily mean damage for the 

development but could result in different approaches to reach achievements.  

Besides anthropomorphism possibly being a philosophical dilemma for human 

apprehension of machines, it is also conceivably that it is affecting AI research. Getting 

to bound to the brain imitation approach may impede other important inputs and 

attempts to develop AI. 

 
44Ackerman, Evan. Book Review: Architects of Intelligence. IEEE Spectrum. 2018-12-21 
https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/artificial-intelligence/machine-learning/book-review-architects-
intelligence 
Retrieved 2020-04-29 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/artificial-intelligence/machine-learning/book-review-architects-intelligence
https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/artificial-intelligence/machine-learning/book-review-architects-intelligence
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In a panel chat Superintelligence: Science or Fiction? | Elon Musk & Other Great Minds, 

at Future of Life Institute hosted by MIT professor Max Tegmark the panel were asked 

about the timeline for when superintelligence will be achieved in the case of super-

human-intelligence already invented. Futurist and inventor Ray Kurzweil phrase “Every 

time there’s an advance in AI we dismiss it” continuing saying “ ’That’s not really AI. 

Chess, Go, self-driving cars’ and AI is, you know, a field of things we haven’t done yet. 

That will continue when we’ve actually reached AGI. There will be a lot of controversy. 

By the time the controversy settles down, we’ll realize it’s been around for a few 

years.”45  

The phenomenon described by Kurzweil is called the AI effect. Advances in AI is 

sometimes dispatched by redefining, e.g., what intelligence are. It has been said that 

DeepMind playing Atari games is not really intelligence, yet merely a statistical 

solution. The AI effect may contribute to underestimation and “play down” of 

achievements within the field.  

 

2.2.6 Conclusions and Summary  

The limitations raised in this section include narrow proficiency, lack of memory, lack 

of training data, limited knowledge of how the brain works, and limited definitions of 

intelligence. I now summarise these in the order of importance that they appear (from 

my findings) to have. 

The most serious concern is regarding transfer learning and the lack of ability to 

engender abstract knowledge. Present AI are highly skilled on specific tasks, often 

outcompeting human by far, while producing disheartening results in a broader 

spectrum of skillsets. Leaving us with a very point-directed skill specific agent with a 

narrow set of proficiencies and a narrow range of applications. This is the most 

alarming limitation since it seems to be the hardest to solve. It would require new 

 
45 Future of life institute, Max Tegmark, et al. Superintelligence: Science or Fiction? | Elon Musk & Other 
Great Minds, [video], YouTube, 2017-01-31 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0962biiZa4&t=331s Retrieved 2020-04-27 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0962biiZa4&t=331s
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ways of perceiving intelligence, the sequence of learning and new methods of 

engineering.  

Memory seems to be the second most worrying limit. Many ML and DL methods are 

extremely memory consuming with large data sets, model parameters and expensive 

iterations of the algorithms. Without memory the AI is limited in the ability to refine 

performance through, for example, reinforcement learning. At the same time there are 

some existing methods to deal with the problem which are promising. With existing 

approaches there are opportunities to meliorate those or even find new ones.  

Knowledge in linked domains is, from some perspectives, very limited. If the goal is to 

attain artificial general intelligence through brain imitation, we’re in for some serious 

obstacles to solve. The neuroscientific belief that there would be a dramatic leap in 

understanding in 10-20 years does not promote AI within the coming decade, and the 

wish to create a connectome seems far away for now. However, the possibility to 

search for solutions in other fields and find other approaches is still present and may 

be the way of dodging the neuroscientific limitations. Cognitive science is still 

contributing to some interesting AI developments through reinforcement learning, like 

the new model (2019) from RMIT that exceeds Google DeepMind’s results when 

playing the Atari game Montezumas revenge (see 1.4). 

The least important limitation appears to be culture and different outlooks. Social 

structures and influences are always evolving and there are numerous ways of 

impacting those. It is not a dead-end in the same way as lack of knowledge in linked 

areas of research.  

Regardless of the promising results in the field, something profound is still missing. 

Provided the perfect circumstances in an isolated environment with the goal to fulfil a 

niched skill, the AI can impress and imbue its purpose. However, the artificial 

intelligence available for us is a one without ability of deep representation, 

presentation, and profound understanding of context and the worlds richness.  
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3.1 The Labour Market 

Automation and digitalisation have radically changed the foundation of society 

numerous times, industrial revolution, the IT-boom and now we talk about the new 

era, Industry 4.0, a subset to the industrial revolution. In this section AI in today’s work 

are explained and observations on how AI is predicted to affect current occupations. 

Predictions of technological mass unemployment has so far been exaggerated and not 

come to reality. Introducing machines as substitute for human labour has so for 

resulted in the market adjusting by increased efficiency, leading to production and 

product costs decreasing and the demand of new labour increasing. Substituting 

labour with technology first result in a shift of work, demanding workers to relocate 

their labour. Then, in the end employment expand due to companies entering 

productive industries and requiring more work force.46 This have been the rule of 

demand and supply on the market so far, however this is not a nature of law and the 

question is if the same holds in the coming decade. In the following section the 

capacity of AI regarding labour is examined. 

 

3.1.1 Technical capacity of AI and correlation to labour 

Today’s AI can out carry tasks like categorization, easier information gathering, 

monitoring, controlling, autonomous repetitive quests like emailing information, as 

well as some regarding learning, as predicting and impartial decision making. This 

includes areas like data recording, processing, image and voice recognition, sentence 

and language understanding, robotics, and self-driving vehicles. Any easier practical 

task that includes people sorting and managing information repetitively should be able 

to be done by an intelligent system, as well as monitored and corrected. 

In DL machines learn through a set of algorithms that model, or attempt to, 

abstractions in data. Any error the machine might do will be saved into memory and 

 
46 Benedikt, Carl, A. Osborne, Frey and Micheal. THE FUTURE OF EMPLOYMENT: HOW SUSCEPTIBLE ARE 
JOBS TO COMPUTERISATION? 2013-09-1, University of Oxford.  
Retrieved 2020-05-08 
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the system learn from that mistake (RL), resulting in progress such as machines 

surpassing humans when playing games, e.g. chess and Go. Intelligent agents, 

constructed with DL algorithms, can handle customers complaints by receiving their 

call and having conversations with them over the phone. This is doable due to 

language models and sentence understanding.47  

Robots can perform very fine manoeuvres with great precision. They are seen 

implemented in production and manufacturing and in many industries like metal, 

mining, and medicine. Warehousing and manufacturing include tasks that are 

repetitive and structural. This demands abilities like image or text recognition, pattern 

learning, and of course mechanical movements. Introducing intelligent software to 

robots, it would be able to create a machine that can both handle decision making and 

out carry mechanical work or as put in the report THE FUTURE OF EMPLOYMENT: HOW 

SUSCEPTIBLE ARE JOBS TO COMPUTERISATION?: 

“application of ML technologies in Mobile Robotics (MR), and thus the extern of 

computerisation in manual tasks.”46 

Automatic data recording and processing, executed by ML and DL algorithms, will 

make back office processes like paperwork and record-keeping superfluous. 

Autonomous software will execute the work for us, collecting important data and 

distributing it. Dematerialisation results in physical objects being replaced by software. 

One example is CD’s being replaced by streaming services or the train ticket in your 

app instead of the paper one.48  

Autonomous driving vehicles use intelligent systems, including sensors and navigation, 

to self-regulate. Self-driving components of cars will be integrated to many new 

launched models the coming years. The areas where autonomous vehicles can be 

 
47 Dettmer, Hesse, Jung, Müller and Schulz. Mensch gegen Maschine, Der Spiegel. 2016-09-03 

https://magazin.spiegel.de/EpubDelivery/spiegel/pdf/146612488 Retrieved 2020-05-04 

 
48 Wisskirchen, Gerlind,Thibault Biacabe, Blandine, Bormann, Ulrich, et. al. Artificial Intelligence and 
Robotics and Their Impact on the Workplace, IBA Global Employment Institute, 2017-04 
Retrieved 2020-05-02 

https://magazin.spiegel.de/EpubDelivery/spiegel/pdf/146612488
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incorporated are huge. A system that can be trained (image recognition and shown 

multiple examples of e.g. a warehouse product), execute NLP (e.g. perceive the title on 

a shelf), and can implement autonomous driving with sensors and navigation, can 

relieve factoryworkers. The technology to replace fork-lift trucks and their drivers 

within warehousing and industries with self-driving ones exists. Systems are intelligent 

enough to structure and sort products, e.g. fetching and putting boxes on the right 

shelf. Soon there will not be need for bus-, truck- or taxi drivers, with the risk of leaving 

a great deal of people unemployed in the service, manufactory, warehouse, and 

transport sector.  

 

3.1.2 Predictions on employment  

In a way we face the same situation as we did before the industrial revolution two 

centuries ago, with the fear of employment of machinery being detrimental for the 

workforce. A lot of studies have been done on how AI will influence work in the future, 

following in this section, some of those are presented. 

According to a 2013 study, THE FUTURE OF EMPLOYMENT: HOW SUSCEPTIBLE ARE 

JOBS TO COMPUTERISATION?, by Carl Benedikt, Frey and Michael Osborne of Oxford 

University, 47% of jobs in the US were at high risk of being replaced by computer 

algorithms within the next 20 years. For example, it is a 99% risk that Tax Preparers, 

Mathematical Technicians, and Telemarketers will be substituted by 2033. The study 

concludes that mainly low-wage and skill occupations will be impinged by 

computerisation. Forcing the affected group to reallocate to other areas and acquire 

new qualities such as creativity and EQ.  

On behalf of the US government, the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) 

compiled a report PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE OF ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE, in 2016. 

This report states that research has estimated high risk for machinery displacing 

between 9- and 47% of all professions. The importance of people with relevant skills to 
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advance the field are empathized, specialists with background in software engineering 

and users that muster familiarity with AI.49 

The White House followed up with another report shortly after, Artificial Intelligence, 

Automation, and the Economy. In this paper 3 strategies to prepare society for future 

AI are presented. The first being “Invest in and develop AI for its many benefits”, the 

second “Educate and train Americans for jobs of the future”, and lastly “Aid workers in 

the transition and empower workers to ensure broadly shared growth”. For instance, 

this includes investing in AI research and education, incorporate AI in industries, 

educating children at an early age to understand technology, assisting US workers in 

navigating job transitions, and preparing social security such as unemployment 

insurance. According to the study “every 3 months 6 percent of jobs in the economy are 

destroyed by shrinking or closing businesses, while a slightly larger percentage of jobs 

are added – resulting in rising employment and a roughly constant unemployment rate. 

The economy has repeatedly proven itself capable of handling this scale of change”. 

This citation about the current US labour-market contributes valuable context to the 

societal and economic connexion.50 The market always fluctuates in a healthy 

economy, change does not necessarily cause damage. 

The McKinsey Global Institute (MGI), a research organization, says AI will contribute to 

change of society “happening ten times faster and at 300 times the scale, or roughly 

3,000 times the impact” than of the change of the Industrial Revolution51. In MGI’s 

report AI, AUTOMATION, AND THE FUTURE OF WORK: TEN THINGS TO SOLVE FOR, 

from 2018, they foresee that nearly all occupations will be impinged by AI, but 

estimates only 5% of occupations to be out-automated, looking at present 

technological capacity. They also state that in 60% of all occupations about 30% of 

their activities are automatable, meaning that, according to AGI, most workers “will 

 
49 PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE OF ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE 
50 Artificial Intelligence, Automation, and the Economy 
51The Economist, The Return of the Machinery Question, The Economist, 2016-06-25  

http://www.economist.com/sites/default/files/ai_mailout.pdf Retrieved 2020-05-07 

http://www.economist.com/sites/default/files/ai_mailout.pdf
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work alongside rapidly evolving machines”.52 A similar report from 2017 by MGI, JOBS 

LOST, JOBS GAINED: WORKFORCE TRANSITIONS IN A TIME OF AUTOMATION, submit 

different scenarios of created and lost jobs, due to automation, by 2030. China, 

Germany, India, Japan, Mexico and the United States acted as subjects for the survey.  

Research on incomes, skills, models of work (i.e. gig economy), automation and AI 

works as the basis of the validation. The key point the institute consolidates is that 

“there may be enough work to maintain full employment to 2030 under most 

scenarios” but in the same time the future holds great struggle with shifting the 

workforce and major impacts on the labour market, such as  repercussions on skills 

and wages. 

The Economist published a report in 2016, The Return of the Machinery Question, 

devoted to examining “the Machinery question”, i.e. if automation will lead to mass 

unemployment, especially regarding progressing AI. In the paper an uncertainty span is 

presented, with the slowest adaption scenario were about 10 million people being 

replaced, approximately 0% of the global work force, while in the fastest scenario 

figure rises to 30%, affecting 800 million workers worldwide. Regional and local affects 

will vary significantly, due to labour-market dynamics and things such as social 

adaption and acceptance. In high wage level economies, as the US, Japan or France 

automation could replace 20-25% of the workforce until 2030. Compare this to the 

estimation of India, which is expected to reach only half of that rate. “rising incomes, 

increased spending on healthcare, and continuing or steppedup investment in 

infrastructure, energy, and, technology development and deployment” are some 

stimulators taken up as catalysts of demand for work in the report. In the different 

scenarios taken into regard in the study an increase in demand of between 21-33%, 

concerning 555-890 million jobs, will be added. The conclusion drawn is “While we 

expect there will be enough work to ensure full employment in 2030 based on most of 

our scenarios, the transitions that will accompany automation and AI adoption will be 

significant”.51 

 
52 McKinsley Global Institute. AI, AUTOMATION, AND THE FUTURE OF WORK: TEN THINGS TO SOLVE 
FOR, 2018-06. Retrieved 2020-05-10  
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According to an analysis by Bank of America Merrill Lynch (BAC), about 800 million jobs 

are at risk of becoming automated by 2035. Concerns about robotic costs dropping are 

expressed in the report. Between 2005 and 2014 prices fell 27%, the analysts at BAC 

foresee a possible further drop of 22% by 2025. Not only the stereotypical factory 

works will be at risk, but also the service sector and office work may be automated, 

caused of improving software engineering.53 One of the authoring analysts, Felix Israel, 

says that investors may have to abolish to old model of investing, focusing more on 

“long-term megatrends” rather than individual stocks and short-term gains.54  

It is important to emphasize that the predictions hold a lot of uncertainty, which both 

comes from the fluctuating progress in AI research as well as the incertitude in how 

societies will be able to enable and adapt to technology. A lot of the predictions on 

unemployment due to machines has proven wrong, both exaggeration and 

underrating. One example is a paper The New Division of Labor: How Computers Are 

Creating the Next Job Market (2004), by MIT professor Frank Levy and Harvard 

professor Richard J. Murnane. The authors predicted that truck driving was one of the 

professions that was safe from automation in a foreseeable future. Both Tesla and 

Volvo’s new model XC90 are examples of self-driving cars (see section 3.2), meaning 

that already in the next decade the prediction was rebutted.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
53Israel Haim, Hartnett, Michael, Tran, Felix, et. al. Transforming World: The 2020’s, Bank of America 
Merrill Lynch, 2019-11-11 
Retrieved 2020-05-10 
54 Are You Ready for the 2020s? Bank of America Corporation. 2019-12-19https://www.bofaml.com/en-
us/content/preparing-investments-for-2020.html 
Retrieved 2020-05-10 

https://www.bofaml.com/en-us/content/preparing-investments-for-2020.html
https://www.bofaml.com/en-us/content/preparing-investments-for-2020.html
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3.2 Society and economy  

The use of AI in economic purpose can, generalized, be categorized in 5 areas: deep 

learning, robotization, dematerialisation, gig economy and autonomous driving 

vehicles. The advantages compared to human labour is that machines can work faster, 

constantly without interruptions. Here follows some of the economic correlations to 

AI. 

Robotics: adopting robotics in manufacturing will increase efficiency, reduce the cost, 

and enhance productivity. The Swedish online pharmacy Apotea, for example, who has 

achieved 30% higher productivity, partly thanks to ABB robots. In the article, published 

by ABB Robotics, Online pharmacy Apotea achieves 30 per cent higher productivity, 

helped by ABB robots, it is said that the company due to three robots have 

accomplished a “more efficient sorting and packing work flow”. ABB’s Sales Manager, 

Peter Öhrn, explains that IRB 4600, used in Apotea’s logistics centre is a highly 

productive general-purpose robot that is perfect for sorting and package.55 Robots cost 

less to employ and work more precisely than humans. 

Automatic data recording and processing leads to dematerialisation. CD’s being 

replaced by streaming platforms (section 3.1.2) is a great example of how distribution 

of products is enabled and productivity expenses decreasing, as well as the product 

cost.  

Gig economy is a tendency on the labour market where traditional employment 

contracts are replaced by temporary positions. Typically, the work executed are crowd-

working or working on-demand through apps, a type of self-employment. As AI 

facilitate and improve processes in companies, a more efficient hiring of gig-workers is 

required. Platforms with integrated AI can be used to enable flexible hiring of 

 
55 ABB Robotics. Online pharmacy Apotea achieves 30 per cent higher productivity, helped by ABB 

robots, ABB. 2020-04-20  

https://new.abb.com/news/detail/60640/online-pharmacy-achieves-30-per-cent-higher-productivity-

helped-by-abb-robots Retrieved 2020-05-06 

https://new.abb.com/news/detail/60640/online-pharmacy-achieves-30-per-cent-higher-productivity-helped-by-abb-robots
https://new.abb.com/news/detail/60640/online-pharmacy-achieves-30-per-cent-higher-productivity-helped-by-abb-robots
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freelancers. Artificial Intelligence can assemble job applications, rank them after 

qualifications and select the best fitted for the job, facilitating the hiring process for 

the company. Companies has also used AI for distribution of work to the gig worker 

and for gathering feedback of the work done, contributing with organization of the 

relation between employer and employees.56 

Digital gig workers carry out AI and ML microtasks that includes image labelling, data 

transcription, tagging and categorization. In more detail this can include tasks such as 

marking objects in pictures for training of AI applications for retailers to recognise the 

correct product in stores, producing correct text transcripts from image or audio files 

to boost performance of optical character recognition systems, and adding relevant 

keywords to datasets.57 Human monitoring and correcting are a demand because of 

the failure in accuracy of the AI systems. See the game Eyewire (2.2.4), an example of 

crowd working solving the mistakes done by an intelligent agent.  

AI and gig economy promote each other, companies in the prosperous gig economy 

exploit artificial intelligence to improve efficiency and the trend says this will enhance, 

and as the use of AI systems throughout society increases, the temporary 

employments, will also increment, creating lots of new gig works.  

In 2016, before an interview with the business magazine Forbes, Ira Ehrenpreis (board 

member of Tesla and SpaceX), went to the interview by just entering his car. 

Ehrenpreis’ self-driving Tesla did not require him to specify the location since it 

communicates with the calendar in his smartphone and automatically registered 

 
56Mukerjee, Dhruv. How AI is fuelling the rise of gig economy. people matters. 2019-11-15 
https://www.peoplemattersglobal.com/article/hr-technology/how-ai-is-fuelling-the-rise-of-gig-
economy-23765 Retrieved 2020-05-13 
57Koh, Mark, CEO of Supahands, How Gig Workers Fit Into The Rise Of AI, BUSINESSTODAY, 2020-02-21  
https://www.businesstoday.com.my/2020/02/21/how-gig-workers-fit-into-the-rise-of-ai/ Retrieved 
2020-05-07 

https://www.peoplemattersglobal.com/article/hr-technology/how-ai-is-fuelling-the-rise-of-gig-economy-23765
https://www.peoplemattersglobal.com/article/hr-technology/how-ai-is-fuelling-the-rise-of-gig-economy-23765
https://www.businesstoday.com.my/2020/02/21/how-gig-workers-fit-into-the-rise-of-ai/
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where the interview was to be conducted. The car drove him through San Francisco 

and Silicon Valley, where it then parked itself in the right location.58  

Today, it is not only in tech utopias self-driving cars exists. Even my own parents’ car 

can park itself through an app. If the parking spot is narrow, you simply go out from 

the car and let it manoeuvre itself in the spot. In 2022 Volvo launches their version, 

one year delayed, of a self-driving car, XC90.59 XC90 is part of a project between Volvo 

and tech company Luminar. The collaboration has resulted in the platform SPA 2 and 

the cars built on the architecture will be updated online. Luminars work with sensors 

has resulted in Volvo’s cars having lidar, a laser-radar that creates an image of the 

surroundings. For now, the cars will be able to self-drive in highways, meaning that the 

driver can take the hand from the steering wheel and the eyes of the road. Future 

software updates are supposed to increase the areas where autonomous driving will 

be possible.60  

 

3.2.1 US Silicon Valley vs China 

As more and more aspects of life become digitalized, we approach a future where we 

totally rely on technology. Since we have seen how dematerialisation changed society 

and that basically all fields are affected by automation it is easy to understand that 

tech will impact all parts of the industry and society. We tend to always move towards 

new technical solutions above other approaches and are, as society, reliant on 

 
58 de Vasconcelos, Goncalo, Welcome To The Gig Economy - Consequences Of Artificial Intelligence, 

Forbes, 2016-12-02. https://www.forbes.com/sites/goncalodevasconcelos/2016/12/02/welcome-to-

the-gig-economy-consequences-of-artificial-intelligence/#67d02dce2c03 Retrieved 2020-05-06 

59 Olander, Karin. Volvo Cars nya flaggskepp försenas – och blir självkörande, Dagens Industri, 2020-05-

06 https://www.di.se/bil/volvo-cars-nya-flaggskepp-forsenas-och-blir-sjalvkorande/  

Retrieved 2020-05-07 

60 Kristensson, Johan, Lidar från Luminar i första självkörande Volvon, NyTeknik, 2020-05-06 

https://www.nyteknik.se/fordon/lidar-fran-luminar-i-forsta-sjalvkorande-volvon-6994922 Retrieved 

2020-05-06 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/goncalodevasconcelos/2016/12/02/welcome-to-the-gig-economy-consequences-of-artificial-intelligence/#67d02dce2c03
https://www.forbes.com/sites/goncalodevasconcelos/2016/12/02/welcome-to-the-gig-economy-consequences-of-artificial-intelligence/#67d02dce2c03
https://www.di.se/bil/volvo-cars-nya-flaggskepp-forsenas-och-blir-sjalvkorande/
https://www.nyteknik.se/fordon/lidar-fran-luminar-i-forsta-sjalvkorande-volvon-6994922
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software and updates. The latest years we’ve seen self-scan without cashiers in 

grocery stores, smart home solutions controlled with voice recognition, administrative 

work and information are transferred from the real world to the “cloud”, more and 

more desired products are to find online, on platforms or streaming services. Going to 

an doctor’s appointment, at least in Sweden, it is a great chance you will be greeted 

with display saying “please register your arrival” and you simply scan your drivers 

license, missing out on having a chat with the nice lady who used to work in the 

reception. The point is that technology dominates and form our society, and that AI is 

a major part of the coming tech.  

Nations with the best advancing AI may be the most powerful dominators in the 

future. China have had a lot of late success in the field, now competing with the United 

States as the most prominent AI nation. Kai Fu Lee describes Chinas success with AI, in 

his book AI Superpowers, how they compete with Silicon Valley and the potential for 

the nation to conquer the title as the dominating AI power. It all started with Chinese 

entrepreneurs in the early 2000’s, copycatting Silicon Valley’s cutting-edge tech 

products. While doing this, Chinese engineers refined and cultured their knowledge in 

tech and entrepreneurs where able to deploy the new Chinese goods. The benefit of 

the Chinese entrepreneurs was that they had knowledge of the Chinese market and 

the people’s preferences, owning the great populations confidence the firms grew to 

compete with the original Silicon Valley products. Kai Fu Lee’s perfect example of this 

is Meituan, created by Wuang Xing, who in 2014 became one of the most valuable 

start-ups ever. Xing started off by replicating sites such as Friendster, Facebook, 

Twitter, and Groupon. By simply doing this and launching it on the Chinese market the 

companies quickly grew. He went on by creating Meituan, a group discount service, 

and by this time he did not only copycat but made the product Chinese-friendly and 

Meituan was able to outcompete its origin: Groupon.61 

 
61 Liu, Rob. AI Superpowers - Kai Summary and Review. Life Club. 2019https://lifeclub.org/books/ai-
superpowers-kai-fu-lee-review-summary 
Retrieved 2020-05-05 

https://lifeclub.org/books/ai-superpowers-kai-fu-lee-review-summary
https://lifeclub.org/books/ai-superpowers-kai-fu-lee-review-summary
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Kai Fu Lee explains that China very well can outmanage USA as the number one 

distributor of AI. Their plan is to do so by 2030. To have a non-democracy as the world 

leading economy in AI, is of course problematic, see 3.2.4 for further risks. 

 

3.2.2 Social class & distribution of power 

Pessimistic predictions concerning unemployment due to automation has led to the 

idea of a new structure of social classes. For instance, historian Yuval Noah Harari 

describes a future scenario with a structural hierarchy holding a new unworking class. 

This class will not only be idle but even unemployable. Harari argues that AI already 

exceeds human performance in many areas and that it will be possible in all others as 

well, with time.62  

Another example is the idea that the distribution of power will shift and reform such 

that the people owning and understanding tech will be the winners – a new form if 

“tech upper class”.63 Take the scenario where a global corporation outcompete other 

firms, it establishes its technology well and it becomes social bearing. A sort of 

oligarchy is formed, with super-companies owning most of the market. The risk is that 

capital is centralized to the owners and much power is distributed over few people or 

individual nations. The risk is that great social inequality is created.  

Within the next decade, it seems to be a higher risk for a “digital proletariat”51 than an 

“unworking class”. Harari’s scenario, within a 10-year range, is not likely since this kind 

of mass replacement would mean that Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) have been 

achieved, which the limitations point to be far away. While economy can create a 

 
62 Harari, Yuval Noah. The rise of the useless class. TED. 2017-02-24 
 https://ideas.ted.com/the-rise-of-the-useless-class/ 
Retrieved 2020-05-16 
63 BER Staff. Artificial Intelligence and the Rise of a New Social Class. Berkeley Economic 

Review. 2018-04-11 https://econreview.berkeley.edu/artificial-intelligence-and-the-rise-of-a-new-  

Retrieved 2020-05-16 

 

https://ideas.ted.com/the-rise-of-the-useless-class/
https://econreview.berkeley.edu/artificial-intelligence-and-the-rise-of-a-new-social-class/
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scenario where a few will benefit for the cost of others and has partly already achieved 

this. 

 

3.2.3 Risks, integrity, facial recognition, surveillance 

The risks with powerful, evolving, new tech, are many. Especially alarming is that non-

democracies are some of the cutting-edge providers of AI and there are possibilities 

that the technology will be used in damaging causes. The state of current AI has the 

capacity to create, for society and its citizens, potentially detrimental situations. Here 

are some listed and explained. 

Effective information gathering - as AI excels in structuring data it is possible for social 

media cites to gather information about its users. A famous example is Facebook, 

which have been noticed for controversies concerning this. The possibility to register 

opinions and categorize people can be facilitated by AI. Large amount of structured 

knowledge about people is problematic because it can be used in unethical causes. For 

example, to control populations in non-democracies to register opinions or to interfere 

with elections, like the Russian government interfering with the 2016 US election. 

Targeted advertising, targeted social media feed – social media cites are increasingly 

accurate in mapping your user data and search patterns, creating a feed tailored just 

for you and also showing targeted advertising, leading to news and opinion 

accumulation. The problem may seem small but are has been expressed as a threat 

against democracy. To be fed with targeted information potentially narrows a person’s 

knowledge.  

Facial recognition, surveillance, integrity – improving facial and voice recognition 

facilitate surveillance and can be a threat to integrity.   

Unemployment, leaps in evolution, social classes – a potential risk if governments do 

not work proactive with the coming changes in the labour market and economy. 

However, in 4.1.3 some promising regional works are presented. 
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AI power in non-democracies – all risks above can be even more threatening when 

occurring in non-democracies. Mostly I refer to China and that AI is and can be utilized 

to control its citizens. The social scoring system is one of the latest, very alarming, 

innovations. 

 

3.2.4 New jobs and conclusions 

McKinsey Global Institute list some sources to new occupations, supporting their 

prediction on full employment at the end of 2030: 

Increasing consumption and incomes – emerging economies, like China and India with 

a growing middle class, will increase the consumption and demand for goods. 

According to MGI, global consumption may grow by $23 trillion from 2015 till 2030.64 

Between 250-280 million new occupations globally could engender from this.  

Aging populations – as the middle age rises globally nations have larger groups of 

people outside the labour market, in need of health and social care. Resulting in a 

demand of 50-85 million new jobs in health care by 2030. 

Deployment and elaboration of technology – the demand for technique may increase 

by 50% by 2030, creating between 20 million to 50 million work opportunities. 

Buildings and infrastructure 80 million jobs. Investments in renewable energy, energy 

efficiency, and climate adaptation, creating between 10-20 million jobs. 

“‘Marketization’ of previously unpaid domestic work”, including “childcare, early-

childhood education, cleaning, cooking, and gardening”, may contribute to between 50 

and 90 million works.65  

 
64Dobbs, Richard. Manyika, James. Woetze, Jonathan, et. al. Urban world: The global consumers to 
watch. McKinsey Global Institute. 2016-03-30   https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-
insights/urbanization/urban-world-the-global-consumers-to-watch Retrieved 2020-05-12 
65Manyika, James. Lund, Susan. Chui, Michael, et. al. Jobs lost, jobs gained: What the future of work will 
mean for jobs, skills, and wages. McKinsey Global Institute. 2017-11-28  
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/jobs-lost-jobs-gained-what-the-future-of-
work-will-mean-for-jobs-skills-and-wages#part1 
Retrieved 2020-05-12 

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/urbanization/urban-world-the-global-consumers-to-watch
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/urbanization/urban-world-the-global-consumers-to-watch
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/jobs-lost-jobs-gained-what-the-future-of-work-will-mean-for-jobs-skills-and-wages#part1
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-work/jobs-lost-jobs-gained-what-the-future-of-work-will-mean-for-jobs-skills-and-wages#part1
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When trying to predict AI’s future impact, it is vital to evaluate other influences and 

tendencies on the labour market, like the ones listed above. How society will respond 

to AI depends on other factors. If society would be stationary and rigid AI would mean 

great harm, but the world is in constant change. In some aspects AI is needed and 

desired, like when caring for an aging population. 

Summarizing all aspects, it seems like the change AI will contribute to the labour 

market in first hand concerns economy, shifting work to other areas, ways of 

recruiting, terms of employment, new kinds of work, and a demand of new skills of the 

workforce, but without necessarily leading to mass unemployment and idleness.  

Gig economy and artificial intelligence favour each other’s advantage, volatile gig-

works may aggravate employment terms and secure incomes. Transactions between 

employer and employee would be harder to control, with a risk of dirty money.  

Jobs moving from the real world to the cloud creates an international labour market 

were everybody can compete. Cheap labour in poor countries may difficult 

employment from richer countries since they can not survive on the same wage in 

places with higher expenses.  

Shifting work can mean difficulty, it all depends on how society assist workers in 

transitioning.  
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4.1 Outlook 

AI’s effect on society within the next 10 years is not really a question about if, but 

rather how its impact will influence. AI is present now and has been for some while 

now. Just have a look around… Start of with your smartphone, which you most likely 

not only own one but have on you right now, either in your pocket or next to you. Why 

don’t you have a chat about the weather with Siri, or maybe Amazon Alexa if you’re an 

Android kinda gal’. Move on by looking at your gallery, where you probably find a map 

collected with images of you gathered through your smartphone’s ability of facial 

recognition. Visit optional social media and look at the targeted advertising the 

platforms’ algorithms based on your user history, like search patterns and likes. That’s 

just what we can find in our pocket! Move on and make a call to a larger international 

company and file a complaint to an artificial intelligence that politely receives your call 

in a female voice, maybe she’s called something like Claire or another name a nice 

young lady could be thought to have.  

AI is here, not incarnated as Ava in the movie Ex Machina or as Dolores in the series 

Westworld but as small, sometimes already well integrated, technicalities that you do 

not longer pay as much intention to. Artificial Intelligence is well integrated in deeper 

technology like video games and in other areas executing repetitive work, gathering, 

structuring data and finding patterns.  

 

 

4.1.1 Approaches 

Change is inexorable since it is governed by the market and competition. Capitalist 

tracking will implement robots and machineries, computer algorithms, due to the 

increase in efficiency and productivity. It will be hard, possibly even impossible to stop 

or brake development towards a digitalized, AI permeated world. Countries and states 

have already begun to prepare for AI’s impact. 
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The United States government published two reports, mentioned in section 3.1.2, on 

how to prepare for future AI. The three main approaches presented was investing and 

developing AI, educating the citizens for future jobs, and to help workers transition 

between jobs and to ensure joint growth.  

The Bertelsmann Foundation, in Germany, initiated the “Smart Country project” to list 

demand of digitalization. The list was presented for the incoming government in hope 

that it would raise the question and draw focus to the digitalization issue.66 67  

Pan-Canadian Artificial Intelligence Strategy is a nonprofit research institute launched 

by Canda in 2017. The project focuses on education and development in AI, to 

collaborate nationwide, to develop front edge impact splash regarding economics, 

ethics and laws.68  

China’s State council announced in 2017 that by 2020 the intension is to be equal with 

the world leading AI producers and by 2030 be the “premier artificial intelligence 

innovation center”. To make reality of this they have declared a multibillion-dollar 

investment initiative. 

Japan launched the Artificial Intelligence Technology Strategy Council in 2016. Its 

purpose is the plan for AI’s commercialization with focus on mobility, care and health 

and productivity.   

In 2016 both the House of Commons Science and technology Committee and the 

Government Office for Science published reports empathizes the importance to have 

the right approach to train the workforce, increase government leadership around 

 
66Mozur, Paul. Beijing Wants A.I. to Be Made in China by 2030. The New York Times. 2017-07-20 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/20/business/china-artificial-intelligence.html 
Retrieved 2020-05-16 
67Welbers, Anna. For A Digitized Germany. Insights. 2017.  https://www.insights.us/blog-

en/bertelsmann-digitization-in-germany Retrieved 2020-05-16 

68New, Joshua. How Governments Are Preparing for Artificial Intelligence. CENTER FOR DATA 
INNOVATION. 2017-08-18 https://www.datainnovation.org/2017/08/how-governments-are-preparing-
for-artificial-intelligence/  
Retrieved 2020-05-16 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/20/business/china-artificial-intelligence.html
https://www.insights.us/blog-en/bertelsmann-digitization-in-germany
https://www.insights.us/blog-en/bertelsmann-digitization-in-germany
https://www.datainnovation.org/2017/08/how-governments-are-preparing-for-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.datainnovation.org/2017/08/how-governments-are-preparing-for-artificial-intelligence/
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robotics and autonomous systems and have a flexible governance to develop 

responsible AI.68 

Future of Life Institute is an independent and non-profit institute founded by AI 

reasercher Max Tegmark and Jaan Tallin, skype co-founder. FLI’s purpose is the raise 

awareness and work with the risks of artificial intelligence. They, among other, manage 

research, arrange panel discussions and organizes conferences.69  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
69 Future of Life Institute. THE FUTURE OF LIFE INSTITUTE (FLI).  Future of Life Institute 
https://futureoflife.org/team/ 
Retrieved 2020-05-16 

https://futureoflife.org/team/
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4.2 The Next Decade & Conclusions 

Section 1 was devoted to the technical capacity of AI, section 2 presented AI’s 

limitations, and section 3 to correlate section 1 and 2 to practical work and impact on 

society. The goal where to answer the question:  

How will Artificial Intelligence impact the labour market, which jobs will be replaced 

and what will it mean for society, within the next decade? 

According to my findings automation and digitalisation are estimated to eliminate a 

great amount of occupations in the production-, service-, care- and welfare-, 

transport-, and warehouse sector. This means: 

• New jobs and demand of new skills of the workforce  

Researches to develop, technicians to understand, control and monitor AI and 

labour to train deep learning systems is needed. 

Jobs including social skills, problem solving, creative thinking, and other skills AI 

lacks must still be executed by people and are predicted to increase. 

• Shifting workforce to new areas 

Old occupations replaced by AI and new works in other areas demand the 

workforce to be shifted. Requiring targeting training in order to meet new 

requirements on the workforce skills. 

• Works moving from the “real world” to internet 

Resulting in an internationalized labour market with more people competing 

for the jobs. 

• Increase in numbers of gig-jobs and expanding gig-economy 

AI training can be executed by gig-workers. New terms of employment, short-

term contracts, volatile transactions, and new ways of recruiting can be 

expected. Increased movement in workforce require more efficient application 

processes, which AI controlled platforms can facilitate. 

 

All the difficulties above, I believe, can be handled. To incorporate AI will take time, the 

technology is impressive, and potentially powerful, yet expensive in time with each 
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implementation claiming years of specialized research. It seems like change can 

happen in a rate such that the possibility for governments to prepare and be ready for 

the coming change exists. 

Present AI should not be perceived as a direct threat within the next decade, 

considering its’ capacity and how far we are from Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). 

We should prepare and plan for change, integrating the new technology with 

responsible manners into our labour market, economy, society and everyday life. Like 

with all seminal innovations we should tread lightly, even though current AI is not a 

threat, the capacity for development must be taken into regard. The field holds a lot of 

potential and has shown ability to accelerate in its results. AI will have extreme 

impacts and the coming decade is the time preparing for those changes. Through my 

findings I want to empathize this: we should strive for the best but prepare for the 

worst. Governments should focus on adapting to AI and not fall behind, legislate for 

the benefit of the people, to distribute AI’s assets equal to benefit social and economic 

equality and to collaborate globally to enhance risk prevention.  

Doing this, we can make AI one of our greatest assets on the path of improving our 

world. 


